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Winner of the prestigious Mom's Choice Gold Award!Fifth-grader Merlin Montgomery, AKA Big
Monty, has to save his school again! Can this science-loving kid stop a Cyborg Substitute who
froze the whole class? Merlin won't be able to do it alone. He'll need help from his life-long
enemy, A'lo, and his super-smart sister, Josephine. Complete with science activities and
vocabulary building fun, Big Monty is sure to get even the most reluctant readers turning the next
page!
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Minority Business AllianceTable of ContentsChapter 1Experiment Fridays and One Shocking
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DummyChapter 4Cyborg Students and a Search For Big AceChapter 5Two Bad Brothers and
One FlamethrowerChapter 6A Soccer Star and a Dry IdeaChapter 7A Fight with Freezo and a
Second Science FlopChapter 8A Big Joker, A Little Joker, and A Hidden AceChapter 9A
Scientific Solution and One Less CyborgChapter 10A Savvy Substitute and One Cool
RingtoneChapter 1Experiment Fridays and One Shocking SubFridays popped like the 4th of
July in the fifth-grade. On Fridays, Mrs. Curie exploded balloons and blew up volcanoes, all in
the name of science! Just about any kind of science is lit. But, if you ask me, astronomy is the
coolest. Astronomy is a science that studies space. Hold up. Let me introduce myself. If you
didn’t already know, my real name is Merlin, but everyone calls me Big Monty. I am a science
fan, one hundred percent. Listen, I know what you’re thinking. Who is this nerd? As far as I’m
concerned, nerd equals big salary, AKA paycheck. I plan to laugh all the way to the bank when I
grow up, but first, I have to get through grade school. As you’re about to see, Washington Carver
Elementary School is no easy place to survive!On this particular Friday, I woke up with a banging
headache, and my face felt hot. I went to school anyway. It was going to take a lot more than a
little fever to keep me away from Mrs. Curie’s experiments. Who doesn’t like exploding things?
One time, Mrs. Curie let us make pop rockets that shot all over the playground!I kinda had to
keep my enthusiasm on the down low. If you got too hyped up about school, kids like A’Lo would
start joking on you. A’lo is short for Antivius LaRoyce Jenkins, and he is one bad little joker. I
don’t see how A’Lo and his buddies stayed unimpressed with Mrs. Curie’s experiments. Maybe
they just hid their excitement. It was hard to hide mine. I mean, science? Dude, that’s my thing.
Meet me at the end of the chapter if science is your thing, too. My buddy Global loved Fridays as
much as I did. Global didn’t even try to hide his excitement about experiment day. Dude was
sitting in the front row wearing plastic goggles and waiting for class to start when I walked in.
“Good morning, Big Merlin, I mean Big Monty,” Global greeted me with a smile as goofy as those
plastic goggles.I sat behind him. We’ve been friends since kindergarten, but he’s killing his rep
with those mad scientist goggles, and he’s killing my rep because he can’t even remember his
best friend’s nickname. Sometimes, I don’t know how he can be so smart and so clueless at the
same time. I looked over my shoulder. A’lo was drooling all over his desk in the back row,
sleeping like a dead man.“I believe today we will be testing the pH levels of common household
items,” Global said, pointing to the materials on Mrs. Curie’s lab table. “pH levels demonstrate
how acid or alkaline something is.” I was going to have to look that one up when I got home.
Global was beyond me on this one. “Is there anything explosive about that, Global?” I asked.
“You really think you need the goggles?”“Safety cannot be assumed in science,” Global quoted
from the eighth-grade textbook that he borrowed from his brother’s Summer Scholars
program. Sometimes, Global is even too much for me. I was just glad A’lo was sleeping, so I
didn’t have to hear lame “yo’ mama” jokes about science nerds. I could hear A’lo’s short self now,



“Yo’ mama’s glasses are so thick, she can see into another dimension . . . hahahaha!” All of a
sudden, the classroom door opened, and instead of Mrs. Curie’s white lab coat and high heels, a
tall dude strolled in. He looked like a retired NFL player who had gone soft. A scar ran down the
side of his face that reminded me of the scary movie I watched when I wasn’t supposed to, but
that wasn’t the worst. He was clutching a stack of papers and books on his left side with
something that looked like a robot hand.“What the what?” I looked at Global.“James Bond hand,
like in the movies my dad loves,” Global said. “The Man with the Silver Arm!”Yo. Glad you showed
up! I told you about some of the cool experiments Mrs. Curie did in class, right? Check out this
one you can do at home. Make sure your parents are around because you have to use fire, and
there is no way your mama is going to believe it was worth you burning down the kitchen just to
learn some physics!This experiment is called Egg in a Bottle, and it shows the relationship
between pressure and temperature. Pressure can mean someone trying to convince you to do
something, like when your mama puts pressure on you to clean your room, or she won’t take you
to the movies. In this experiment, pressure means the continuous physical force exerted on an
object by something in contact with it. Let’s break that down. Exerted means to make a physical
or mental effort, like when you exert your brain by studying for a math test. It turns out, as you’ll
see in this experiment, temperature affects how much force is exerted on the egg. The Great
Egg Suck ExperimentHere’s what you’ll need to see it for yourself:Adult supervisionGlass
container with a mouth smaller than the eggHard boiled eggs (peeled)Matches or lighterStrips
of paper
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Vanessa Y Shaffer, “Big Monty’s Book 2! Rocked it! Hilarious!. My son ran to the mailbox to get
the book. He started reading it right away! Finished it in 2 hours. He was immediately ready to try
The Great Egg Suck Experiment. Instructions for the experiment in the book. This is a great book
series to get a not so engaged reader excited about reading. There are many laugh out loud
moments. The yo mama jokes are hilarious!”

Kosha, “My 11 year old loved it!. My 11 year old son loved this book. He wants more from the
series. What stood out most was that he came home from school and told how his friends
wanted the book as well and how they thought it was cool that black boys were on the cover. So
happy I found them. KEEP WRITING!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Two thumbs up from a science loving dyslexic reader. What a fabulous
story line! My daughter loves science so this was right up her alley. Side note: my daughter is
also dyslexic and the font & spacing gave her all the confidence to tackle this chapter book
quickly as well.”

Kanita P., “My kid said it's cool!. Got this for my 10 year old son, he's African American and
remarked how awesome it was to have a comic book with a kid who looks like him. He read it in
like 2 days. Now he wants to write comic books!!”

Christopher P Miller Jr., “A WORTHY SEQUEL. Big Monty is back with a new funny, fast paced
sequel. I really enjoyed the character interaction between Merlin and A'lo in this book. I also
enjoy the moral lessons taught through the interaction with the substitute teacher, Mr Freezo. I
highly recommend you pick this up for your young reader today.”

drucke1, “Hilarious!. I thought this book may have been more for a little boy, but my daughter
loved it! She thought it was hilarious! She is 8.”

Tyra, “Great read and funny story!. My daughter loves to read and she reads books of all color,
but it’s nice to see children of her color on a book cover. This book is hilarious and has a great
storyline. My daughter and I are looking forward to the next one!”

Yashua Is Love, “My nephew loves the book!. My nephew loves the book!”

The book by Matt Maxx has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 666 people have provided feedback.
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